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Free Essays from Bartleby | | Apple Apple Inc. is one of the most successful companies in the United States and in the
world. Apple Inc. is a multinational.

The sale of the Macintosh was launched in but its marketability was equally limited by high pricing. The
organization is one of the most competitive because it is constantly being one of the first to look to new trends
to improve, while others companies are still trying to compete and keep up with Apple's trends. Apple's Steve
jobs, Steve Gary wozniak and Ronald Gerald Wayne founded on April 1, , is famous for its innovation in
high-tech enterprises, The company divided its own product lines for the iPhone, I pad, Mac, iPod, iTunes,
software and services, and accessories Information sharing, teamwork, participation, and learning are all
valued within the company. Social and political unrest in China could disrupt manufacturing or increase
manufacturing costs in that country. The company has greatly revolutionalized both the music, phone and
computer industry by signing major companies into its services and products Merrion 2. Apple is renowned
for their designs, having developed their own computer software and personal computers that have
revolutionized the world of electronics. It is that duty that every individual has of performing so as to ensure
proper maintenance of balancing amid the economy and the organizational ecosystems. Android was founded
on September 23,  Unsuccessful anticipation, Incompatibility of different OS. With the way the business
operates, has inspired companies all over the world. The company Apple Inc. This followed with the creation
of the itunes store, which catapulted iPod sales. Wozniak on April 1, and is headquartered in Cupertino, CA.
People keep managing their day to day lives on smart phones, such as their schedules, bank accounts, work
emails, calories, and communication with the rest of the world. There are many advantages for large
organizations that use a divisional structure, disadvantages include: reducing economies of scale and
increasing costs through the duplication of resources and efforts across divisions. As of July , Apple has retail
stores in thirteen countries as well as the online Apple Store and iTunes Store. Before the year , this company
was known as Apple Computer Inc. The company originally founded on April 1, , is located in Cupertino,
California. Social An accessory of high-status lifestyle, Potential market place in third world country, Brand
acquisition in many countries, Global warming: Due to increasing rate of global warming, Apple could face
the problem of transoceanic shipping that is the core part of Apple chain supply. Apple was the first company
to introduce the 8-bit fully functional home computer called, Apple II, in  Internal teamwork is encouraged in
the company because of the demand for total quality management and competitive advantage. Strategic A
Project on Apple Inc. The company is currently operating over stores in various countries around the world
alongside an online store that offers both software and hardware. Computer software made by this company
range from the iLife, the safari web browser, the iOS, and the iTunes among others. The company also sells
and delivers digital content through iTunes and the App store. Environment can be characterized as, the
amalgamation of outside physical conditions that encroach and impact the growth, improvement and survival
of creation. Your time is important.


